
DELT SMASH
MEN’S PHYSIQUE COMPETITOR MATT CHRISTIANER AND IFBB HOPEFUL SAM SHEPHERD 

SCHOOL YOU IN A PARTNER WORKOUT THAT’LL COMPLETELY FRY YOUR SHOULDERS 
BY BEN RADDING // PHOTOGRAPHS BY BILL COMSTOCK
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When you want to train so hard you test your breaking point, it’s 
better you don’t go it alone. You need someone who will mo-

tivate you to work harder, faster, and more efficiently. We 
spoke to IFBB physique competitor Matt Christianer (below,  
spotting) and training partner Sam Shepherd about why support 
in the gym is so essential to making big gains. While they were at 
it, they took us through one of the toughest shoulder workouts 
they’ve ever done. Take notes, then partner up.

M&F: Why is it important to train with 
a partner?
■ Matt Christianer: A couple different 

reasons. One, the motivation. It’s standard. 

You have someone pushing you. In the past 

I’ve always trained with guys who are a 

lot bigger, to push me to do more; and of 

course the bigger guys don’t like a smaller 

guy coming up on them. Sam and I are about 

the same size, so for us it’s more about him 

being younger than me. It’s about trying to 

mentor him and stay ahead of him, in a way, 

while he’s trying to come up on me. But of 

course we’re there for spots, motivation,  

and to push each other.

 

■ Sam Shepherd:  The best thing about 

training with a partner, for me, is if you have 

BENTOVER  
CABLE FLYE
 5 SETS OF 10–15 REPS 

MC: Rear delts are typically 

the most neglected region 

of the shoulder. Bend over 

and raise the dumbbells in a 

controlled motion.
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someone who’s as motivated as you are. 

It keeps you accountable—you can’t cheat 

yourself in the gym because you know you 

have somebody there who’s pushing you 

and you’re pushing them back. You just 

always have that little bit of competition. 

If you have somebody who’s on the same 

level as you, and they’re taking it a little step                

higher, you’ve got to stick with them. 

M&F: What are some of the possible 
disadvantages?
■ MC: If you don’t have a good training 

partner, it could slow you down. It’s hap-

pened to me in the past, and you just have 

to get rid of them. If they’re not on the same 

level as you, you might have to take extra 

time helping them with form and things like 

that. But, really, once it starts to take away 

from your workout, then you know it’s time 

to stop working with them. It should be 

like a synergy effect. The workouts should 

become better with the two people. If they 

don’t, then it’s not the right combination.

■ SS: It’s a disadvantage if you’re working 

out with somebody who’s not on the same 

level as you. Sometimes my girlfriend will 

want to work out with me, and I do that 

sometimes, but she doesn’t have to change 

out a whole bunch of weight and stuff. I’ll 

spend half the time moving around plates. 

M&F: Should there be an equal amount 
of help between the two if one is stron-
ger than the other?
■ MC: It depends on what each person 

is trying to accomplish. I know with 

Sam, I’m a little bit older than he is and 

I’m more experienced. He’s trying to 

turn pro, so I’m kind of guiding him, 

but I’m several steps ahead of him. But 

I don’t mind helping him, because I see 

a younger version of myself, and I don’t 

want him to make the same mistakes  

I did, whether it’s in the gym or out  

of the gym.

■ SS: I’d help them as much as they need, 

but I’d make sure they’re doing an appropri-

ate weight for themselves. If I had to help 

them too much, I’d definitely advise them 

to back off. And as far as them helping me, 

I just want somebody behind me, so that if 

I’m in trouble, they can help me out. 

LATERAL BARBELL                    
RAISE
 4 SETS OF 10–15 REPS

MC: These are done to get more 

core involved, obliques espe-

cially. Also, lifting a longer lever 

(three feet, instead of a dumb-

bell, which is about a foot), I 

can get more muscle fibers to 

fire. Do four sets each side.
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M&F: Why is a partner workout so im-
portant for a body part like shoulders?
■ MC: For one, I feel like shoulders are what 

separate the men from the boys. Everyone  

can walk around with a pair of arms, everyone 

can walk around with a chest, but it’s shoul-

ders that really make a difference. And  

when you see someone with some freaking 

cannonballs, you know, to me, that’s impres-

sive. That’s something most guys don’t  

have. The other thing is, it’s very common  

to get injured. 

Typically, you need a spot if you’re doing 

a military press. It’s not one of those things 

like biceps, where you can kind of slow down 

the movement and hold the negative. With 

shoulders, you obviously don’t want to do 

that. You don’t ever want to stick. It’s good 

to have someone there just to keep you fluid, 

even if they’re just kind of feathering your 

weights for you. 

■ SS: Working with Matt, it was awe-

some, because there’s a whole bunch of 

exercises he taught me, and a whole bunch 

of different ways to hit the muscle group. 

And I guess for an overhead press, having 

somebody spotting you for shoulders is 

really important. 

M&F: Do you prefer training with a 
partner or with a personal trainer?
■ MC: I prefer training with someone 

who is a personal trainer and who’s also 

my partner. Most of the people I train  

with at this point are personal trainers.

■ SS: Definitely with a partner. I come from 

BUS DRIVER
 4 SETS OF 10–15 REPS PER SIDE

MC: These are mainly for 

anterior delts. You want to 

bring the plate up toward 

head level, so your eye can 

see through the hole in plate, 

while rotating one hand un-

der and one hand over.

W’s or VICTORY 
PRESS
 4 SETS OF 10–15 REPS

MC: These are done for medial 

and anterior delts. Start with 

your elbows at your waist and 

press up and out to a W, or  

what some call a victory pose. 

The slower you go, the harder 

they are to do.
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a really small town of 5,000 people; I’ve 

never really had anybody who could per-

sonally train me. Everything I learned was 

from reading magazines like Muscle & Fit-
ness and going online, and from trial and er-

ror. I’ve never really had a personal trainer, 

so for me a partner is definitely better. 

M&F: How do you work around two 
different people having different goals?
■ MC: For what we do, men’s physique or 

bodybuilding, it’s aesthetics. So if I’ve got 

weak calves and my training partner has 

strong calves, there may be times where I 

say, “Hey, I’m going to go do extra calves 

while you finish up with your weak spot.” 

It’s the only real way to do it—otherwise 

you’re just wasting time. It’s instinctive 

training based on your weaknesses and  

our strengths. 

And since no two people are the same, it’s 

hard to find a good training partner, because 

you’re not going to have the same balance of 

strong points and weak points. The best you 

can do is find someone who’s close to that. 

At the same time, it’s give and take. We both 

need to work on our weak points. 

■ SS: I’ve always trained with people  

who’ve had goals pretty similar to mine. 

Say you have somebody who wants to 

powerlift and somebody who wants to 

get into bodybuilding. If you had to train 

with that person, then you could do 

something like what Mike O’Hearn does 

with the powerbuilding—something like 

that. Just adjust your workout so there 

are certain days where you do one or  

the other. 

Or you could start the workout with 

some compound movements like squats 

or deadlifts, bench presses or pullups, that 

are more for the powerlifters, and then 

end your workout with isolation exercises 

for the bodybuilder. 

SHOULDER PRESS 
ON LEG PRESS
 4 SETS OF 10–15 REPS

MC: Hand placement is key 

on these. Outside high grip 

(shown) hits all heads of 

the deltoids. You can either 

keep your head directly 

underneath the foot plate 

and press directly up, or lean 

slightly back and bring the 

plate down to the top of your 

chest. You can do these with 

legs crossed, legs back, or— 

if you want to simulate a push 

press—standing up. Think of 

a linebacker moving forward 

and up off the line.
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